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Overview

• H t h• How we got here-
– Policy and accountability
– Assessment

• Changing roles of teachers, schools, C a g g o es o teac e s, sc oo s,
states in national picture

• Psychometric modelsPsychometric models
• Current activity
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Elementary and Secondary Schools Act:
Early years

• Passed in 1965 as part of the Johnson 
d i i t ti ’ G t S i t d Wadministration’s Great Society and War on 

Poverty
• Purpose was to promote equal opportunity by• Purpose was to promote equal opportunity by 

providing resources to overcome educational 
effects of povertyp y

• Funding was tied to poor students, not schools, 
and could be used in both public and private 

h lschools
• Funds had to be used directly for students-on 

books and teachers not constructionbooks and teachers, not construction 
• Unprecedented infusion of money
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Immediate Criticism

• $$ not going to poorest kids
• Federal intrusion into local issues
• Suspicion that program is not effective inSuspicion that program is not effective in 

relieving educational effects of poverty
• R l t t it d i• Reluctance to monitor academic 

effectiveness for fear that $$ would dry up
• “compensatory education” could slow pace 

of integration particularly in the northof integration, particularly in the north
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Changes and Amendments
• 1973-San Antonio ISD v Rodriguez-district obligation 

limited to providing “basic minimum” educationp g
• 1974-Milliken v  Bradley. Limited desegregation to district 

boundaries. Districts could remedy de jure segregation by y j g g y
having remedial compensatory programs.

• 1970s ESEA Amendments9 0s S e d e s
– Dramatically expanded aid to the neediest schools-23% increase
– Add non-poverty categories: English learners and handicapped p y g g pp

students
– Funded many programs: dropout prevention, arts education, school 

health consumer ed….
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Accountability
• Primarily financial

– Funds were to serve only low performers in needy 
schoolsschools

– “supplement, don’t supplant”
– Detailed audit and tracking mechanisms requiring 

local staff to executelocal staff to execute
• 1969 - Creation of NAEP-regional reports, not tied 

to program evaluation
• Insistence on separation of funds led to pull-out 

models
• Focus on basic skillsFocus on basic skills
• Faith that access would lead to improvement
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Title I Evaluation & Reporting System
(TIERS) Tallmadge & Wood

• Use a test with established national norms inUse a test with established national norms in 
the fall and spring of the school year.

• Convert percentiles to NCE’s ( li d t d d• Convert percentiles to NCE s (normalized standard 

scores-mean=50; SD =21.6 to match %iles at 50, 75, 99). 
• Calculate changes in NCEs for students in• Calculate changes in NCEs for students in 

the program
• R t NCE h Aft 1988 St ff d• Report NCE changes – After 1988 Stafford-

Hawkins amendments, very modest goals
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TIERS Con’t
• Led to widespread use of off-the-shelf 

normative tests and reporting.
• Built up a cadre of staff with normative 

reporting expertise
• Widely criticized 

– use of static test forms and norms
i ti i ti f– variation in times of year

– Varying inclusion rules, samples
results not connected to skills– results not connected to skills

– A zero sum game
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Influential reports
• 1983. A Nation at Risk: The Imperative For 

Educational Reform
– Warned of “a rising tide of mediocrity” 

undermining economic competitiveness. Need to 
go beyond basic skillsgo beyond basic skills 

• 1987.  J.J. Cannell: The Lake Wobegon
Effect

D d fl i i i– Documented flaws in normative reporting
• 1990.  America's Choice: High Skills or Low 

Wages!Wages! 
– Called for high standards based on modern 

workforce requirements
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States and professional organizations 
move on their own

• NCTM and others-content standardsNCTM and others content standards 
authored and accepted by professional 
organizationsorganizations

• State testing-KY, MD, NY, DE,CA, VT take 
leadership in developing state tests eade s p de e op g state tests
geared to content standards

• Business community often involved in us ess co u ty o te o ed
standards movement

• By 1994 almost all states had adopted a y 99 a ost a states ad adopted a
set of content standards and associated 
assessments.
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Move to IRTMove to IRT
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Improving America's School Act-1994
• Unified content, assessment, teacher 

training, performance objectives, andtraining, performance objectives, and 
financial accountability.

• required each state to developrequired each state to develop 
– content and performance standards in math 

and reading by 1997 1998and reading by 1997–1998
– assessments by 2000–2001 in one 

elementary middle and high school gradeelementary, middle and high school grade
• Eased financial tracking, allowed more 

schoolwide programsschoolwide programs
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IASA - Accountability
• Adequate Yearly Progress

– Same standards applied to all studentspp
– Results expressed as year-to-year changes in 

percentages in achievement categories
– Demonstrate progress toward goal of 100% 

proficiency
Hi hl bli di t i t d d t “t ll th i– Highly public-districts needed to “tell their own 
story”

• No more normsNo more norms
• Fund “co-mingling”
• Exemplary programs• Exemplary programs
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Developing an assessment-literate field
• The need for criterion referenced standard 

setting caused all the new tests to be IRT-
based ( )based (except IA)

• State departments made their own tests or 
evaluated OTS tests for purchaseevaluated OTS tests for purchase

• Quickly developed expertise in all aspects of 
assessment

• Wide participation in content standards, 
setting performance standards, item-writing, 
scoring report designscoring, report design

• Educators increasingly participated in 
creating assessments, not just buying themg , j y g
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No Child Left Behind - 2001
• Passed with bipartisan support
• Expanded on IASAExpanded on IASA

– Testing in grades 3-8 and HS
– All schools get public AYP report even unfunded g p p

ones
– Each disaggregated group must meet criteria

I t di t d fi l l f hi 100%– Intermediate and final goals for reaching 100% 
proficiency stated

– More and quicker consequences for failing to– More and quicker consequences for failing to 
meet AYP

• Improvement status
• Parental notice and school choice
• Eventual restructuring
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NCLB-criticism and unintended 
consequences 

• Rigor varies by stateg y
– Different cut scores
– Different accountability systems
– Accusations of “gaming”

• AYP doesn’t account for growth
– Based on subsequent samples, not cohorts
– Too few points in time compared to most growth 

modelsmodels
• May encourage clustering resources at cut 

pointspoints
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Call for coherenceCall for coherence

• Shared content standards
• Deeper, integrated skills and knowledge

– Use of ideas from cognitive science inUse of ideas from cognitive science in 
Evidence Centered Design

• Comparable performance standardsComparable performance standards
• Coherence between summative 

assessment and classroom activity andassessment and classroom activity and 
assessment

• A ti l ti b t K 12 d Hi h Ed• Articulation between K-12 and Higher Ed
• Relevance to workforce needs
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Common Core State StandardsCommon Core State Standards
• State-led effort led by the National 

G ’ A i ti d C il fGovernors’ Association and Council of 
Chief State School Officers

• I f d b iti h l• Informed by cognitive psychology; more 
emphasis on mental processes, 
assumption of common set ofassumption of common set of 
mechanisms

• Emphasis on analytic thinking integrated• Emphasis on analytic thinking, integrated 
skills, cross-grade articulation

• State led but nationally written• State-led but nationally written
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American Recovery andAmerican Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act of 2009
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Race to the Top 
Funding for multi-state consortia

• develop assessments that• develop assessments that 
– are valid, 
– support and inform instruction, pp ,
– provide accurate information about what students 

know and can do
• measure student achievement against standardsmeasure student achievement against standards 

designed to ensure that all students gain the 
knowledge and skills needed to succeed in 
college and the workplacecollege and the workplace. 

• provide administrators, educators, parents, and 
students with the data and information needed to 
continuously improve teaching andcontinuously improve teaching and 
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Race to the Top Assessments
Shared Elements

• Based on Common CoreBased on Common Core
• Designed to be delivered online
• New item types, scoring types, use of ECDNew item types, scoring types, use of ECD
• Common cut points within consortia
• Common data elements and definitions
• Formative, interim and summative 

components
• P fi i ti d t t d d• Proficiency tied to progress toward and 

attainment of college and career readiness
• States share accommodation and inclusionStates share accommodation and inclusion 

policy within consortia
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Creating shared platforms, technical 
standards

• Item specs and interchange elementsItem specs and interchange elements
• Task models and archtypes
• Delivery platform specs• Delivery platform specs
• Scoring

A tifi i l i t lli– Artificial intelligence
– Distributed human scoring

• Robust model create common specs let• Robust model—create common specs, let 
people figure out how to meet them in 
clever economical waysclever economical ways
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State responsibilities, governance
• Consortia led by states through governing 

bodies and work groups
• States create their own accountability model

– Flexibility and variety in use of growth information
Variety of models for reporting demographic– Variety of models for reporting demographic 
group data

• As implementation approaches, there are a 
i t f id d id ti f h

p pp
variety of ideas under consideration for how 
states use and report information-stay tuned

• Battling local and national coordinatedBattling local and national coordinated 
opposition to CCSS and RTTT
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Creating a sense of ownership
• States have agreed to use the CCSS, but don’t 

have the same involvement in authorship.
• C ti t t d t t d• Consortia structures need to create a new cadre 

of experts—participation in:
– ECD task designg
– test design
– Item scoring 

Report design and interpretation– Report design and interpretation
– Writing ALDS/PLDS
– Standard setting, especially distributed standard 

ttisetting
• Understanding of adaptive testing
• Lots and lots of tech savvyLots and lots of tech savvy
• Integration of interim assessments and digital 

library
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New test purpose: 
Assessing college and career readiness

• New purpose requires new validity agenda-p p q y g
short and long term

• College readiness is widely understood as g y
success in freshman courses without 
remedial help. Higher ed community has 
been active in standard setting activitiesbeen active in standard setting activities, 
reporting and cut score validation

• Less consensus on career readinessLess consensus on career readiness
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Likely future directions
• Change in psychometric model to feature-

based system more amenable to ECDy
– Allows explicit integration of skills
– Test design, algorithms based on feature sets
– Mastery reporting 

• Advances in AI scoring likely to increase use 
f t t d hi i b thof text and graphic responses in both 

assessment and instruction
• More integration of assessments and• More integration of assessments and 

formative resources
• Build up of expertise in content and• Build-up of expertise in content and 

interpretation of scores
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Focus old and new
• Get money to poor students with academic need
• Don’t dilute resources

W k d b i kill f ll• Work toward basic skills for all
• Acknowledge that poverty can cause academic struggle
Unintended consequences—isolated programs with low 

t ti
q p g

expectations

• Focus on skills needed for college
• All schools, students in accountability system
• Provision of commonly understood worthy goals fosters• Provision of commonly understood worthy goals fosters 

higher skills
• Integrated instruction and assessment will provide 

consistent coherent feedbackconsistent, coherent feedback.
Unintended consequences: Dilution of resources for students in 
greatest academic need; assumption that access alone will 
overcome academic effects of povertyp y
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Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention
marty.mccall@smarterbaanced.org
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